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Transvaal Waterberg Mountains

Suddenly there's a bang. Three heads hit the roof in unison, and the 'Beetle'
wobbles for 50 yds before deciding to continue nose-first after all. One hundred
and twenty miles from Johannesburg on the National Road produces a drowsy
hypnotic effect, but the transition from tar to dust is always a body-breaker.
Forty miles and forty minutes of Martyn White's babbling, of metal fatigue
and shredded tyres and we rattle up Rankins Pass and turn off into the veld
below the crag. With relief, Martyn and I tumble out of the car into the middle
of the Transvaal night. It's winter time for these parts and in the bright moon
ling the crag appears to glow and wind in both directions, like the Great Wall
of China. Kranzburg is a hard sandstone cliff, varying in height between
300 and 600 ft, and stretching for forty or fifty miles across the Transvaal
Waterberg Mountains to the north of Johannesburg. This is Verkrampte
(fervent right-wing nationalist) country and the combination of hostile
farmers, scarcity of water and extreme heat in summer confine climbing to the
western extremity overlooking the iron-ore town of Thabazimbi.

so Armageddon,
Transvaal Waterberg
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A few months before, while running down the fire-gutted hillside we had
noticed a huge area of unclimbed rock, where the cliff was at least 600 ft
high. The really exciting feature was a giant 400 ft sentry box flanked by
bulging orange walls and capped by a series of 20-30 ft roofs. Easy slabs led
into the base of the corner which from below seemed like two Cenotaphs
stacked one above the other, but the aspect of the place was so forbidding and
the stench of rotting vulture corpses so repelling, that a brew in the valley
below seemed more important at the time. As the weather became cooler
our thoughts returned to this big corner, and my brother Tony and I made two
attempts, the first getting further than the second, but each time the forbidding
roofs at 400 ft produced a mental block in both of us when we were scarcely
50 ft off the ground. However, out in the bulging right wall we saw a crack
system which seemed to rise to the top of the crag. Here the crag was barrel
shaped like Scafell East face but where the profile ought to lean back into
slabs at 400 ft the dreaded roofs appeared again [50].

Due to impending darkness and increasing difficulty, our first attempt ended
within 100 ft of the roofs and only frightening free abseils in the gloom brought
us earthwards again. As the final 100 ft to the roofs looked extremely hard and
we were not certain of a rotlte over or around them, our next attempt was
from above, downwards by abseil and fixed ropes. Tony was able to find a
sensationally exposed groove, hidden between the roofs and a perfect peggable
crack splitting the main 10 ft roof. ow there were no more excuses and
conscience forced us back on to the climb.

Crisp and early the following morning, having only marginally recovered from
our frightening journey, we staggered along the base of the crag under loads
of chrome-molly pegs and oranges. Pleasant slabs, then 60 ft of pegging over
the base of the barrel and we were into the crack system where the hard free
climbing begins. This time it seemed easier, and Tony and Martyn soon climb
ed the shallow overhanging chimneys to our previous high point. Here the crag
relented to vertical and the system continued in small step-wise overhangs
up rightwards to the main roofs. By late afternoon Tony had managed to lead a
bulging Curbar-type crack and found a tiny ledge below the roof. Following up
these pitches I realised we were now committed, as the overhanging rock
below made retreat too frightening to contemplate. I passed Martyn, who was
hanging out in space in an incredible tangle of ropes, having fallen off, inten
tionally or otherwise. Below the bulging crack I found Tony's wedged helmet
and blood stains on each wall. He must have had a real battle here I thought
(they were actually bleeding warts) as I climbed the rope with both hands.

By now the sun was setting, and receding clouds of dust in the veld below
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indicated the departure of the Mountain Club members for home. Up under
the roof darkness was gathering, but the crack was good and fear of benight
ment, and other things, sent me across without thinking too hard about the
vertically inserted pegs. From a good bong at the lip I could just see the team
below in the process of being routed. Tony was almost up to the roof on a
separate rope, Martyn was feverishly attempting to untangle a climbable
section of rope, and nobody seemed to be holding my ropes at all! Up in the
groove above, it was rather lonely until I crawled on to a ledge of roosting
vultures, who grudgingly made room. Tony's shadow clanked past and up the
easier walls above, his progress being judged by ominous squawks and rustling
of wings as the vultures moved aside for him. In the blackness below, Martyn
was making his debut into artificial climbing, and losing all our equipment at
the same time. Eventually we moved together up the rock and turf above,
thinking that a show of strength would frighten any inquisitive curved beaks.
Finally we came out on the summit in no moon, and after taking seven hours
over a descent which normally takes half an hour, I lost the others and became
completely and irreversibly bushed in a thorn thicket within wailing distance
of camp. With much shouting and flashing of lights I was rescued and led back
to our camp and rehydration.

This was certainly our most memorable route in the Transvaal, although a
week later we were very impressed by the difficulties of Tony Chinery's Taran
tula at Hanglip. In an area of extreme heat, and even less water, with a crucial
groove which ought to be artificial, it was certainly a whole grade harder than
anything else in South Africa when first climbed in 1965. It was the only groove
in South Africa which made us both nostalgic for Wales!
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Cape Province l

By comparison, Cape Town seemed much less hostile in many respects. With
more of an English climate and cold, clear, mountain streams, the heat seemed
less of a problem, and with Table Mountain immediately behind, and the
Cable Station within five minutes of the city centre, it is indeed a paradise for
'little hill men'. Composed of hard sandstone with jugs which seem just too
good, Table Mountain gives short steep climbs (300 ft) which seem to hang
out over the Atlantic. Here the classic harder routes are Atlantic Crag and
Jacob's Ladder, while both Touch and Go, and Roulette would certainly
rank XS in Wales. A route on Table Mountain in the morning and surfing
in the Atlantic in the afternoon, give a perfect day.

Out in the country areas about fifty miles from Cape Town, are cliffs of Dolo
mite proportions, many still imclimbed. The classic route here of medium
VS standard is undoubtedly Mike Mamocos' North-west Frontal on Du Toits
Peak. Rising out of a wild and lonely kloof, it gives 1500 ft of climbing on near
perfect rock almost to the summit of the mountain. Climbed in 1948 in one
day with little equipment, it was certainly an outstanding achievement.
Other first-class routes in these areas are Thunderbolt, Hallucination, Diuwels
Direct and the Spout, although there are so few good climbers that these
routes are rarely repeated.

Hearing rumours of local attempts on a huge amphitheatre in the Hex River
Mountains (and breaking local tradition, where such ungentlemanly behaviour
as route-stealing is followed by instant and urgent action by the Mountain
Club), Alan Carman and I hurried out of town under a cloud of secrecy and
went by super highways and narrow mountain gorges, and finally crashed and
cursed through the bushes to a bivouac at the foot of Castle Rocks. The first
day we went up the vertical grass to the left of the amphitheatre, which is also
known as Via Centrale, and by the evening sunlight went through the summit
overhangs in yellow grooves, with fingers hooked through fat pegs. At night we
peered up at the moon and tried to imagine seeing the Americans in orbit in
Apollo 8. Late next morning we started at the foot of the huge amphitheatre
of overhanging rock between the two existing routes, Via Centrale and Via
Diretta. Our scheme was a direct line up the amphitheatre to the band of mas
sive orange overhangs at mid-height (400 ft) by foul or any means through
them, and on to a huge triangle of grey slabs which funnelled into a groove
cleaving the summit walls.

Two short pitches and a 160 ft traverse avoided the first overhangs and led
into the heart of the amphitheatre, whence bulging walls, monstrous creaking
1 See also A.J. 69 103.
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flakes and hand traverses led up to the bands of overhangs 300 ft above.
Through these in three pitches, with dimensions and amount of aid increasing
and strength waning, to the first good ledge where even grass could grow.
The triangular slabs were now about 80 ft to our right but separated by yellow
overhanging walls. After leading all day, I was now really tired, and it was
obvious that only a major effort, probably with more pegs than we had, was
required to reach the triangular slabs. As it was late afternoon and the sun
had just swung on to the face and was burning us with fierce vengeance, we
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decided it was time to give in. Realising that the relatively easy pitches of Via
Centrale were directly above, we made our escape on to this route in a 120 ft
pitch. Then it was the end of our long holiday and the beginning of the long
trek home to the big city in the Transvaal.

During the next year, tales were told, repeated and exaggerated of this big
route, of wide roofs climbed only on the arms, of connecting hand traverses
and irreversibility, and finally the number of iron men dropped and lying
rusting at the base of the crag. Apart from frightening myself, these provocative
statements aroused the enthusiasm of Tony, and Mike Scott, a very active
South African climber.

Before dawn we left the valley and climbed burnt hillsides and avalanche
debris produced by recent earthquakes, to reach the foot of the cliff. After
six hours climbing and only one dropped bong we were just below our previous
highest point. Loaded with vast amounts of gear, Tony was able to climb the
steep right arete to within 10 ft of a small ledge. However, he was unable to
hang on long enough to place the required peg, and eventually Mike solved the
problem, using a rurp for balance. From this tiny ledge, overhangs barred
upward progress, and a leaning yellow wall still separated us from the slabs.
While searching for a belay, Mike discovered a thin hair-line crack leading
across this yellow wall in the required direction. Swinging across this in his
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tapes in an extremely exposed position, he realised this was the key passage to
the centre of the face. Tony now led a long pitch up the slabs to within 40 ft of
the apex, although his comments on arrival there did not encourage us. What
appeared to be a huge groove from the valley was in fact a deep chimney
filled with attractive shade, which was good news, as the sun was beginning to
wither us. But the last 40 ft of slabs up to the chimney was very compact rock,
very smooth and rippled with overhangs. Mike traversed backwards and
forwards just above us, trying to place a peg and muttering that it would go,
given time. As the sun disappeared behind the mountains, Tony and I were
very glum and I began to measure up the ledge for a bivouac, but realised only
one pair of buttocks would fit. Mike now used his star drill in an attempt to
place a bolt, but the rock was so hard it made no impression. I was just begin
ning to arrange the ropes to abseil and look for a bivouac ledge lower down,
when the sweetest sound that day reached my dust-filled ears. It was a lost
arrow going in up to the hilt. With extreme faith in a rattling channel, and rurps
in a diagonal hair-line, Mike had succeeded in placing a sound peg vertically
up under a roof. Tony and I babbled in excitement and already started arguing
as to who should carry the sack on this pitch. Meanwhile Mike continued to
rurp and burp his way up to the chimney, and the greatest sight that day was
the view of only his legs dangling out of the base of the chimney. It was
certainly the most determined lead we'd had the apprehension of watching!
In increasing darkness, and with apprehension vanishing, we climbed the last
zoo ft and on the summit we stumbled into rocks and holes and each other,
before deciding to sleep until the moon illuminated the descent route. An hour
before midnight we left Mike sleeping among the boulders and crept down
the Southern Turret by moonlight, and with whoops of happiness splashed
into the river at zam.

SUMMARY South Africa.
Kransberg, Transvaal Waterberg Mountains. Armageddon. First ascent.
April 1969. Tony Barley, Robin Barley, Martyn White, Gz (XS), Az; 600 ft.

Cape Province, Castle Rocks, Hex River Mountains. Apollo Eight. First
ascent. December 1968-November 1969. Tony Barley, Robin Barley, Mike
Scott. G1 (HVS), A3; 1z50 ft.

Cape Province, Table Mountain. Roulette. First ascent, December 1969.
Don Hartley, Mike Scott, Tony Barley. Gz (XS) and Az. The hard free
pitches had all been led two years previously by Tony Barley.
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